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ABSTRACT: This multimodal conversation analytic study explores how participants transition from 
one item to another in paired speaking tasks based on lists. These transitions are crucial for achieving 
progress in the task. Based on video recordings from English as a foreign language (EFL) classes, 
the analysis shows that the way participants achieve transitions depends on the embodied participa
tion framework. Within a co-operative participation framework, participants transitioned to the next 
item using sequences of (1) closings, (2) verbal expressions of transition, and (3) new item initiations. 
It is shown that the list of items plays a crucial role as participants start gazing at it already during 
the closings, thus flagging the relevance of an upcoming transition. In such cases, verbal expressions 
of transitions were not always present. Less commonly, participants remained focused on the lists, 
produced minimal responses and moved on to new items after question-answer sequences. The study 
sheds light on how transitions are achieved in institutional settings where participants' roles are sym
metric and where the talk is based on lists, which, in turn, serve as resources to maintain the progres-
sivity of the interactional project. 
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1. Introduction 

This study focuses on one particular type of interactional projects, i.e., series of com
ponent activities (Robinson 2003), where the component activities can be formally item
ized and materialized. For example, interviews consist of several sets of questions, meet
ings typically have agendas, and speaking tasks in foreign language classes may be based 
on lists of items for discussion. In these interactional projects, transitions from one com
ponent activity to another often correspond to transitioning between the items. Such tran
sitions are crucial for the overall interactional project - by moving on, participants achieve 
progress in their talk and gradually fulfil the underlying institutional goals. Next items 
may be pre-defined by the overall structural organization (Robinson 2013), from which 
participants may depart and to which they then may return. Viewed this way, interactional 
projects, such as interviews, meetings, and speaking tasks, are not pre-scripted routines 
but moment-by-moment achievements produced by the participants. 

The study of transitioning from one item to another can thus reveal how participants 
structure and make sense of the interactional projects. Transitions have been studied in 
various settings, including medical examinations (e.g., Modaff 2003; Robinson & Stivers 
2001), various types of interviews and meetings (e.g., Deppermann, Schmitt & Mondada 
2010; Kamunen & Haddington 2020; Mikkola & Lehtinen 2014; Tiitinen & Lempiálá 
2018) and education (e.g., Jacknick 2011; Reed 2019). While in many interactional 
projects, such as medical examinations and frontal teaching, asymmetries in terms of 
turn-taking and epistemics may shape the way that transitions are achieved, there are 
also interactional projects within which the participants' institutional roles are the same, 
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such as colleagues or classmates, and where the transitions may be managed differently. 
Although there are some studies on transitions from informal chat with colleagues to 
work-related activities (Kamunen & Haddington 2020; Siitonen & Siromaa 2021), this 
area remains rather under-researched with respect to transitions between component 
activities within larger interactional projects. 

The contribution of the present study is threefold. First, it reports how transitions from 
one item to another are managed by participants with similar epistemic status in an insti
tution. That is, the ways in which students in paired speaking tasks achieve transitions 
as reported here are different both from topic shifts in everyday conversations and from 
transitions in institutional settings where epistemic asymmetries between participants 
(e.g., doctor-patient, teacher-student) exist. Second, this study sheds light on the role of 
lists of items present during the institutional interaction. Based on a detailed analysis of 
the situated use of language and embodied resources when transitioning from one item 
to another, it is argued that the list of items plays a crucial role as participants start gazing 
at it already during the closings, thus flagging the relevance of an upcoming transition. 
Last but not least, the study adds to the existing conversation analytic research on how 
English is used, taught, and learned in educational institutions in Czechia. While previous 
studies examined predominantly whole-class talk (e.g., Hanusková 2019; Kupčíkova 
2021; Ryška 2021; Tůma 2017, 2018), the present study focuses on interactions among 
peers, which remain rather under-researched in Czechia (for exceptions, see Červenko
vá 2021; Tůma & Sherman 2022). 

2. Transitions in everyday and institutional interactions 

When studying the practices employed by participants when transitioning from one 
item to another, participation frameworks, i.e., the ways participants orient to each other 
and relevant phenomena in the environment, are essential, since participants "are able 
to hold each other accountable for detailed and relevant participation in the events of the 
moment, something that is central to their ability to build ongoing courses of action in 
concert with each other" (Goodwin 2018: 235). Relevant to this study are two distinct 
participation frameworks. First, a participation framework that favors co-operation can 
be defined as one within which participants gaze towards shared space, including estab
lishing mutual gaze. This framework seems suitable for the production of talk, as partici
pants can coordinate their turn-taking not only based on the way that they talk, but also 
through having access to embodied actions of the co-participant (for recent multimodal 
studies of turn-taking, see, for example, Auer 2021; Hofstetter 2021; Lee 2017). Second, 
participants may focus their visual attention on the list of items and thus not maintain 
a co-operative participation framework. As one gazes at a list in front of them, they may 
be less receptive to a co-participant's embodied actions. However, this participation frame
work makes it possible to examine the list of items and select and read the next item. 

There is a large body of literature relevant to transitions. Research on everyday con
versation has highlighted the role of topic proffering sequences, which can also serve 
as a vehicle to initiate talk related to a new item in institutional settings where a list 
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includes items for discussion. In topic-proffering sequences, one participant proposes 
atopic, and the co-participant either embraces or rejects the topic in second position 
(Schegloff 2007). Topics are typically proffered by polar (yes/no) questions, but ques
tion word (wh-) interrogatives seeking extended responses are also relevant (Thomson, 
Fox & Couper-Kuhlen 2015). According to Schegloff (2007: 180), topic expansion is then 
preferred, while rejection (and thus immediate closing) is dispreferred (see also Stivers 
& Robinson 2006). It should be emphasized that these findings are based on data from 
everyday conversations. In institutional settings, there may be some constraints, such as 
time pressure, which may generate tension between producing more task-related talk and 
progress in the sense of completing one component activity and moving on to another. 
It is this tension from which the need for participants to manage transitions arises - when 
engaged in an interactional project with a list of items, participants need to be able to 
move on to another item, thus changing topics and generating new sequences with topical 
talk. It follows that the study of transitions between items on lists reveals how participants 
orient to the underlying institutional goals. 

Research on everyday conversation has shown that participants may change topics in 
a stepwise manner, i.e., they gradually abandon topics and start new ones without clear 
boundaries (Jefferson 1984; Sacks 1995: 11/566; see also Tiitinen & Lempiala 2018). 
Another way, particularly relevant to transitioning from one item on a list to another, is 
closing the talk related to the current item (i.e., closing one component activity of the 
interactional project) and then opening a new item (i.e., initiating a new component activ
ity). This can be achieved by employing dedicated sequence-closing sequences, which 
are used "to close long sequences or topics" (Schegloff 2007: 186). Schegloff (2007) 
divides this sequence type into three consecutive turns. Initially, the possibility of closing 
the sequence or topic-in-progress is created, which can be done, for instance, through 
summaries (Button 1991), assessments (Thomson, Fox & Couper-Kuhlen 2015: 200-211), 
and figurative expressions (Holt & Drew 2005). After that, a recipient expressing agree
ment or alignment with the first turn is understood to be collaborating to bring the sequence 
or topic to a close. Finally, the speaker who initiated the sequence-closing sequence may 
produce a final closing token or assessment to ratify the recipient's alignment (Schegloff 
2007: 186-187). Then, talk related to another item, and thus another component activity, 
can be initiated. In the case of lists or agendas, the next item can be read out loud, often 
elliptically (Svennevig 2012), but there are also other resources that participants can build 
on during the initiation, including expanded pitch range and discourse markers, such as 
"so" or "oh" (Bolden 2006; Riou 2017). 

Of particular interest and relevance are transitional phases, which occur after the clos
ing of one component activity has been achieved and before a new component activity 
is initiated. The ways in which activity boundaries are interactionally managed have been 
addressed by many scholars, including Goffman (1974: 51-269), who introduces the 
notion of boundary markers or brackets and discusses various ways in which transitions 
from one activity to another can be achieved, including announcements (e.g., between 
radio programs) and routinized gestures (e.g., handshakes in wrestling). This suggests 
that both verbal and embodied resources can play an essential role in transitions. 
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As far as verbal resources are concerned, Sinclair and Coulthard (1975: 21-22) iden
tified particles such as "right", "well", "good", "okay" and "now" that were commonly 
used by teachers to indicate the boundaries in the lesson. Several other studies followed 
(e.g., Beach 1993; Keevallik2010; Mondada& Sorjonen2021), which have revealed the 
pivotal character of expressions such as "okay" in these environments - they contribute 
to the closing of the previous activity and, at the same time, indicate that a new activity 
is to begin. In interviews, Antaki, Houtkoop-Steenstra and Rapley (2000) show that clos
ings of interactional units and transitions between them can be achieved by interviewers 
producing answer receipts, followed by particles, such as "okay" or "right", and high-
grade assessments. Mondada and Sorjonen (2021: 119-120) show that transitions be
tween activities can also be achieved by combining transition markers and explicit for
mulations of the action that is about to follow. However, transition markers are more 
commonly combined with other particles and agreement tokens as well as with embodied 
resources, such as gaze shifts or changes in posture, often resulting in changes in partici
pation frameworks (Mondada & Sorjonen 2021). 

Embodied resources employed in transitions between component activities commonly 
include bodily actions associated with relevant next action. Typically, participants ma
nipulate relevant material objects around them. For instance, Tanner, Olin-Scheller and 
Tengberg (2017) analyze how students in small groups discuss articles that they each have 
in front of them. The articles are reported to function as resources for reminding and 
making references to the text, and, at the same time, students were found to hold up the 
texts to focus joint attention on them. In the context of workplace meetings, Mondada 
(2006) shows that by moving an object being talked about to the side, participants can 
project the closing of the ongoing activity and move on to the next one. Relatedly, in 
interactional projects such as meetings or interviews where topics are materialized in the 
form of a document (e.g., interview forms or written agenda), gaze shifts as well as par
ticipants' manipulation with the document play a central role in the transitions between 
component activities represented by the items (Mikkola & Lehtinen 2014; Svennevig 
2012; Weilenmann & Lymer 2014; see also Antaki, Houtkoop-Steenstra & Rapley 2000, 
where page shuffling sounds are included in transcripts of transitions from one section 
of an interview to another). 

In addition, participants may employ other embodied resources, including changes in 
body posture, occupying a particular position, and monitoring an object or an area rel
evant to the next action. For instance, Deppermann, Schmitt and Mondada (2010) ana
lyze how participants transition from one phase of a meeting to a break and then back 
to work, including adjustments in participation frameworks that can be made via one's 
visible preparation of materials relevant to the next stage of the activity, adopting the 
position and posture of a speaker as relevant to the next activity, and visible monitoring 
of co-participants. Monitoring is also relevant in the study by Kamunen and Haddington 
(2020), who show how workers in a cafe and in a laboratory transition from one activity 
to an imminent one (e.g., the arrival of a customer, the completion of a measurement), 
which can be done by embodied prompts, such as gaze shifts and body re-orientation 
towards the customer or laboratory equipment. When the co-participant does not display 
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orientation to the transition, gestures and verbal prompts can be used, including those 
initiating the emergent activity. Finally, transitions between two phases of music master-
classes were studied by Reed (2019), who characterizes the transitions from performance 
to instructional interactions as transitions that involve two distinct participation frame
works. During such transitions, besides assessments, the mentor's nodding, changes in 
posture, and gaze shifts are crucial. 

Overall, these studies indicate that participants closely coordinate their use of verbal 
and embodied resources in achieving transitions to the next relevant activity, and that 
one's body posture, gaze, and manipulation of objects relevant to the next activity are also 
central. However, with the exception of Mikkola and Lehtinen (2014), none of these 
studies focuses specifically on the transitions in interactional projects comprising several 
component activities materialized in the form of a list that the participants can access. 
This represents a gap that this study aims to fill. 

3. Data and method 

This study is a part of a larger project where recordings of 18 lessons taught by five 
different teachers in five different upper secondary schools (ISCED 3) in Brno, Czechia, 
in fall 2018 were made. The recordings come from the final grades, and the language profi
ciency levels, as reported by the teachers, ranged between intermediate and advanced. 

Interactions in all of these recordings were transcribed and recordings of speaking 
tasks in which the students were given a list of points for discussion in pairs or groups 
were selected for deeper analysis. This resulted in a set of 22 recordings of student dyads 
(in total approximately 1 hour 45 mins), in which 63 transitions from one item to another 
occurred, as the students brought the discussion of one item to a close and initiated topical 
talk related to another item on the list. These sequences were transcribed using conventions 
for multimodal transcription (Mondada 2018; see the Appendix). Multimodal conversa
tion analysis (Goodwin 2018) was used and the sequences were examined turn-by-turn 
with the aim to uncover the practices that the participants employed to achieve the transi
tions, while paying special attention to the ways the students established, maintained, 
and adjusted embodied participation frameworks as they were going through the items, 
especially with respect to gaze direction, and also pointing at the lists. To protect the 
participants' privacy, the names were anonymized. 

4. Analysis 

Seated side by side behind their desks, the students typically turned their torsos toward 
each other to maintain an L arrangement (Kendon 1990). With the handouts or textbooks 
typically in front of them (see Figure 5.2 for an example of such arrangement), the stu
dents achieved transitions from one item to another in two distinct ways, involving two 
distinct participation frameworks. More frequently (54 out of 63 transitions), when dis
cussing an item from the list, the students established and maintained a participation 
framework that favored co-operation, within which mutual gaze was observable. These 
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transitions are explored in section 4.1. However, as section 4.2 shows, there were also 
nine sequences in which mutual gaze was not achieved between the participants, who 
remained focused on the lists. 

4.1. Transitioning in participation frameworks favoring co-operation 

The analysis revealed that the participants achieved the transitions by following three 
distinct steps: (1) participants bring the current sequence to a close, during which they 
start gazing at the list, (2) participants verbalize that they are moving on to the next item, 
and (3) participants initiate a new sequence related to the next item. These three steps 
were visible in 21 sequences, and the coordination of resources that are crucial in achiev
ing the transitions are discussed in the following two sections (4.1.1 and 4.1.2). Howev
er, the majority of transitions in the data (33 instances) were achieved without marking 
the transition verbally, as described in section 4.1.3. 

4.1.1. Closings followed by verbal expressions of transition 

This section shows that the participants commonly achieved closings in three ways: 
(1) providing a summary, (2) producing assessments, and (3) expressing agreement. 
These three ways were sometimes combined and typically accompanied by gaze shifts, 
so at the end of the closing, both participants were gazing at the list of items, that is, 
suspending the co-operative participation framework that had been established. After 
that, a proposal to move on was produced, and the transition was completed by initiating 
a new component activity based on another item from the list. 

An example of this sequence is captured in Excerpt 1, which comes from a task where 
the students were instructed to choose questions from a list divided into six thematic 
sections. The extract shows how two students, Marcela and Irena, respond to the item 
"What factors might influence your decision to keep your money in a specific bank?" 
(not included in the transcript) and how they transition to the question "Do you know 
anyone who has been a victim of credit card fraud?" (lines 15-16). Prior to what Excerpt 1 
captures, Marcela said that she was "absolutely useless when it comes to banks and 
money", which was followed by a somewhat ironic telling, detailing her experience of 
going to a bank to arrange Internet banking but leaving the bank with some insurance 
for her bank card (line 1). Irena responds to this by giving advice and relating to the lack 
of need for insurance, which is followed by the students' closing the sequence, focusing 
on the list, negotiating the transition and reading a new item out loud. 

Excerpt 1 (Gymn3hod2KlDl) 
+ I r e ' s g e s t u r e 
* I r e ' s gaze 
A Mar's g e s t u r e and po s t u r e 
A Mar's gaze 
01 Mar: =and I have to pay extra money for some kind of in[surance] 
02 Ire: [ O::H ] 
03 Mar: of the card, (0.5) a:nd (0.7) >°yeah.°< 
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04 Ire: eh you shou- should go there because I don't 
05 have any insurance (.) for paying, (1.6) 
06 e::r insurance pay? (1.5) because $AI have no money$= 

mar: Agz a t Ire--> 
07 =hheh so*= 

*gz a t Mar--> 
08 Mar: =hhAeh= 

-->Agz at l i s t - - > 
09 Ire: = A$I don't need *no insu*rance?$ A 

-->* *gz a t l i s t - - > 
mar: "moves c l o s e r t o l i s t A 

10 Mar: eh hh .hhh= 
11 Ire: =okay Aeh+ (.) should weA (0.3) +*e:h 

+points a t l i s t w i t h pen+ 
-->*gz a t paper--> 

mar: A s i t s s t r a i g h t A 

12 Mar: <conAti+nue,>= 
-->Agz a t paper--> 

i r e : +writes on paper--> 
13 Ire: =yeaA:h. 

mar: -->Agz a t list--» 
14 (0.5) A (0.7) +*(0.3) 

mar: A f i x e s c o l l a r --> 
i r e : -->+ 

-->*gz a t list--» 
15 Ire: we:ll, A(.) do you A know anyone who: (0.7) has bee:n a victim of 

mar : > i i i 11 i i i i i 

16 Ire: credit card fraud? 
17 Mar: well >first of all< I don't know what i s /fraud/, ((shortened)) 

The participants engage in closing in lines 7-10: Irena's advice is concluded by a com
ment that she does not need insurance as she has no money on her account (lines 4-6 
and 9), which is produced and heard as an ironic summary of her contribution. The laugh
ter produced by both participants in lines 7, 8 and 10 indicates Marcela's recipiency and 
affiliation, and also can be read as an environment where a topic change is likely to occur 
as the participants "laugh together" (Jefferson 1984: 215-216). The relevance of closing 
is also evident from the participants' gaze shifts towards the list of items (lines 8 and 9). 
As both participants visually focus on the list, they suspend the co-operative participation 
framework that they had established and make the transition relevant. As other excerpts 
will show, it was common that the participants adjusted the participation framework by 
gazing at the list during the closings. 

Having brought the topical talk and previous sequence to a close and having shifted their 
gaze towards the list, transitioning to the next item becomes relevant. Irena produces a tran
sitional "okay" (Beach 1993) and the beginning of a suggestion ("should we", line 11), 
which, together with pointing at the list, defines the next action (Lilja & Piirainen-Marsh 
2019). The suggestion is collaboratively completed by Marcela (line 12) and then con
firmed by Irena (line 13). 
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At this moment, it would be possible for the participants to proceed to another item 
on the list. However, writing comes into play in lines 12-14, where Irena takes notes. In 
line 15, it can be observed that the silence is interrupted by the discourse marker "well", 
which, in this position, has been documented as signaling a topic shift (Heritage 2015: 
95-98). After that, Irena reads another question from the list, thus completing the transi
tion to a new item and initiating a new component activity. 

While Excerpt 1 above exemplified the use of a summary, in the following excerpt, 
a closing is achieved through expressing agreement. In Excerpt 2, Marta and Kristýna 
are addressing the question "Do you have any strategies for saving money when you are 
shopping?" Excerpt 2 starts with Marta's account of her preference of avoiding sales 
(line 1), after which Kristýna expresses an explicit agreement (line 6), and a proposal to 
move on to the next item follows (line 9). 

Excerpt 2 (Gymn3hod2KlD2) 
V Mar's gaze 
+ K r i ' s gaze 
* K r i ' s head movements 
01 Mar: I prefer buying i t i n the o r i g i n a l price, because=usually(.) 
02 >you know< save l i k e two hundred crowns, (.) but i t ' s not 
03 worth +to wait, and the crowd,Vand +everything= 

Vgz a t K r i - - > 
k r i : +gz a t Mar hgz at l i s t --> 

04 K r i : =yeah= 
05 Mar: =*\so,*= 

-->Vgz a t l i s t - - > 
k r i : *nods t w i c e * 

06 K r i : =*I +totally agree.+* 
*nods t h r e e t i m e s - - * 
-->+gz a t Mar hgz a t l i s t - - > 

07 (0.4) 
08 Mar: Vtha[nk you] 
09 K r i : + [let's] move +to Vanother,= 

mar: -->Vgz a t K r i Vgz a t l i s t - - > 
k r i : -->+gz a t Mar hgz a t l i s t - - > > 

10 Mar: =yeah, so now (.) talking (.) o: f e:r losing and Vwinning money. 
—>v 

11 e::r do you know anyone, who has been a victim of credit card 
12 fraud? 

Marta completes her telling in line 3. After that, in a post-telling position, it would be 
expected that an expression of Kristyna's stance towards Marta's telling should follow, 
but, instead, Kristýna produces a response token "yeah" (line 4) and nods, which would 
be typical of mid-telling (Stivers 2008). Marta's "so" (line 5), accompanied by a gaze 
shift towards the list, suggests that moving on to the next item becomes relevant (both 
participants are gazing at the list). However, the transition is interrupted by Kristyna's 
explicit expression of agreement (line 6), which confirms the accountability of adopting 
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an affiliative stance after a peer's telling. A gap follows, after which Marta adds "thank 
you" (line 8), thereby closing the telling-agreement sequence. 

Similar to Excerpt 1, the topic has been exhausted, and the sequence has been brought 
to a close (line 8), but unlike Excerpt 1, the students have re-established mutual gaze at 
the end of the closing. Since both participants gazed at the list earlier in the closing, 
moving on to another item on the list remains relevant. The transition is realized by 
Kristyna's suggestion ("let's move on to another", line 9) and is accompanied by gaze 
shifts towards the list, by which the list, again, becomes oriented to by both participants. 
Marta accepts Kristyna's suggestion and adds "so now" (line 10), which, again, makes 
another item on the list relevant. She then reads the title of the thematic section from the 
handout and selects a question. 

While in other sequences in the collection agreement was not expressed so explicitly, 
Excerpt 2 shows that it can play an essential role in achieving a closing. The following 
excerpt demonstrates that closings were commonly achieved by combining the two ways 
introduced so far, i.e., a summary and agreement. Excerpt 3 comes from a class where 
students got a list of questions which were all prefaced with "Do you know anybody 
who ...", and two students, Irena and Marcela, address the item "... was given a grant 
to study abroad?" After Irena says that she does not know anybody, Marcela asks Irena 
whether she would like to get such a grant. Irena responds that she would like to stay in 
her home country, and then, as Excerpt 3 shows, adds that Czech universities provide 
education for free. Marcela then summarizes that winning a grant to study here at home 
"doesn't really matter" (line 7), with which Irena subsequently agrees. 

Excerpt 3 (gymn3hodlKlDl) 
+ I r e ' s g e s t u r e 
* I r e ' s gaze 
A Mar's gaze 
01 Ire: but=e:r schoo:1, (0.6) °e:h° <univer*sities> °e:r° (0.5) 

*gz a t Mar--> 
mar: >>gz a t Ire--> 

02 +for free.+ 
+shrugs shoulders+ 

03 Mar: A[yeah] 
04 Ire: [s- u n ] t i l *you're (.) *twenty-six* [so] 
05 Mar: [mhm?] 

mar: -->Agz at book--> 
i r e : -->*gz down a t Mar's book 

*gz a t her book--> 
06 (•) 

07 Mar: i t (0.2) doesn't Areally *matter here. 
-->Agz a t Ire--> 

i r e : -->*gz a t Mar--> 
08 Ire: +ye*ah.+A 

+nods K 
-->*gz at book-->> 

mar: -->Agz a t book--> 
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09 (1.3) 
10 Mar: okay, so:::: e:::m (0.8) hm-hm,h :m? (1.2) someone who 
11 charges very high fees for what theyA do. 

-->A 

As Irena produces a telling (lines 1-2, 4), Marcela shifts her gaze towards the book 
with questions (line 3), thus creating a possibility of closing. Marcela's turn in line 7 can 
be heard as a collaborative completion of Irena's turn from line 4 ("so ... it doesn't really 
matter here"). Irena's subsequent response token "yeah" (line 8), produced with falling 
intonation and accompanied by nodding and gaze shifts, signals that the topic has been 
exhausted and the sequence is brought to a close. The closing is thus achieved by pro
ducing a summary and subsequent agreement with the summary. 

In Excerpts 1 and 2, verbal expressions marking the transition followed the closings 
and included suggestions of moving on. In Excerpt 3, this verbal expression of transi
tion is reduced to a combination of "okay" and "so" (line 10), which both flag the end 
of the talk related to the previous item and make the following item relevant. Through 
producing perturbations and pauses (line 10), Marcela displays that she is locating the 
next item on the list, whose fragment relevant to subsequent talk she then slightly mod
ifies and reads - the exact wording is "Do you know anyone who ... charges very high 
fees for what they do?", while Marcela says "someone who charges very high fees for 
what they do". 

The last commonly used way of achieving closings was through assessments, as exem
plified in Excerpt 4. Two students, Veronika and Nikola, do the same task as in the previ
ous excerpt. Here, Veronika addresses the question "Do you know anyone ... who often 
gives donations to charity?" She produces a negative answer, which Nikola subsequently 
assesses. 

Excerpt 4 (gymn3hodlKlD2) 
ft Nik ' s gaze 
ZX Ver' s gaze 
01 Ver: >not really< not i n m- my °family 0. 

» g z a t Nik--> 
02 Nik: o:h? °well,° that's ftunfortunate. 

ftgz a t Ver--> 
03 Ver: yeah,A(.) I also <think>ft so. A°(yes)° 

-->Agz ahead Agz a t Nik--> 
n i k : -->ft gz at book--> 

04 (1.0) 
05 Ver: I f e e l sorry Ofor (it)= 

n i k : -->ftgz a t Ver--> 
06 Nik: =$hhfteh$= 

-->ftgz a t book--> 
07 Ver: =1 think I'm gonna repair i t soon. 
08 Nik: ftoh- (.) that'sA ft (2.0) °( ) "ft 

-->ftgz a t Ver ftgz ahead ftgz a t book--> 
ver : -->Agz at book--> 
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09 (1.2) 
10 Ver: okay, so, Nikola, do you know anyone who: fi (0.4) 

n i k : --># 
11 i s a b i t tightA-fisted.= 

-->A 

Nikola's reaction to Veronika's answer is prefaced with prolonged "oh" produced 
with raising intonation, signaling the receipt of the answer, and perhaps surprise, and 
"well", suggesting that another piece of talk is forthcoming. What follows is an assess
ment (line 2) employing the form of "that's + adjective", which is commonly used to 
treat the telling as possibly complete (Thomson, Fox & Couper-Kuhlen 2015). Veronika 
then produces a response token "yeah" and then affiliates with Nikola's assessment 
("I also think so", line 3). As will be shown in section 4.1.3, the production of assessment 
followed by affiliation seemed sufficient to complete a closing, provided that both of the 
participants have shifted their gaze towards the list (see also lines 7 and 8 in Excerpt 3 
for a summary followed by a response token and gaze shifts), but this is not the case in 
line 3, as it is only Nikola who gazes at her book, while Veronika keeps gazing at Nikola. 
A gap follows, after which Veronika produces turn expansion (line 5), thus recruiting 
Nikola's gaze. Although Veronika's words are uttered seriously, her account now borders 
on irony, which may be the reason why Nikola starts laughing (line 6). After that, Vero
nika adds another turn expansion (line 7). Nikola's response has a structure similar to the 
one in line 2 - a change-of-state token "oh" is followed by an assessment starting with 
the pro-forma "that's". At this moment, Veronika starts gazing at the book, thus treating 
the closing as complete. However, Nikola seems to have a problem producing a suitable 
adjective and engages in a solitary word search, which she abandons after a two-second 
pause (line 8). After that, she gazes at her book, thereby completing the closing. This 
shows that assessments ("that's + adjective") together with gaze shifts can function as 
closing devices, making a transition to the next item relevant. 

Similar to the previous excerpt, in line 10, Veronika verbalizes the transition by saying 
"okay, so", followed by an address term. In this way, she marks the boundary between 
the talk related to the previous item and makes the new item relevant. In addition, the 
address term treats her peer accountable for answering the question, which further con
firms that "so"-prefaced initiations are oriented to the recipient (Bolden 2006). 

To summarize, this section has shown that closings are crucial in achieving transitions 
when co-operative participation framework is established. The excerpts document that 
the participants produced extended tellings, which they brought to a close in the following 
three ways (or their combinations): summary of the previous talk (line 9 in Excerpt 1, 
line 7 in Excerpt 3), agreement (line 6 in Excerpt 2, line 8 in Excerpt 3) and assessment 
(line 8 in Excerpt 4). What these have in common is that they reveal that one has listened 
to the previous utterances and somehow affiliates with them (Stivers 2008). The produc
tion of these types of turns was commonly associated with gaze shifts towards the list, 
which completed the closing and made the transition relevant. 

Excerpts 1-4 also include verbal expressions of transitions. These turns or sequences 
tended to follow closings of multiple topics developed in response to one item (Excerpts 1, 
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2 and 3), but they were also present after relatively compact sequences (Excerpt 4). The 
verbal expressions of transitions comprised a range of components, including suggestions 
(e.g., "should we continue?" in lines 11-12 in Excerpt 1, "let's move on to another" in 
line 9 in Excerpt 2), transition markers, such as "okay" (line 11 in Excerpt 1, line 10 in 
Excerpt 3, line 10 in Excerpt 4) and "so" (line 10 in Excerpt 3, line 10 in Excerpt 4, see 
also "so now" in line 10 in Excerpt 2) and address terms (line 10 in Excerpt 4). In some 
cases, they were followed by hesitation markers associated with one's locating the next 
item on the list (lines 10 and 11 in Excerpt 2, line 10 in Excerpt 3). While address terms 
were used only three times altogether in the collection, always in interactions between 
Veronika and Nikola, the other resources were commonly employed by the participants. 
These verbal expressions of transitions were then followed by reading out loud the next 
item from the list, which in all cases in the data was a question or a fragment thereof, 
thus initiating a new component activity. 

4.1.2. Disagreement followed by verbal expression of transition 

The collection includes two cases in which the transitions occurred immediately after 
disagreement - in this respect, these represent deviant cases. Both sequences occurred 
in Eva and Roman's interactions, and both cases come from a lesson in which the students 
were asked to discuss questions about telling the truth and lies. During the session, Eva 
and Roman related to their shared experience beyond the classroom (they seem to be 
a couple), which resulted in disagreement. The analyses of the two cases show that dis
agreement can be followed by a verbal expression of transition and then initiation of a new 
component activity (Excerpt 5) or by an abrupt initiation of a new component activity 
(see Excerpt 8 in section 4.1.4). 

In Excerpt 5, Eva and Roman are discussing the question "Which of these do people 
lie about most often? Why? - money, their age, their feelings". In response to this, Eva 
reveals that she sometimes lies about her feelings, and Roman admits that he can recog
nize that, as he claims to know Eva well. Then he says that he does not lie about his age, 
and Eva somewhat ironically adds that that is the only thing that he does not lie about. 
This is when the teacher approaches the students and asks "are you getting into an argu
ment?" As the students do not continue, the teacher withdraws, and this is where Ex
cerpt 5 starts. It captures two attempts to close the talk and move on to the next item by 
Eva (lines 1-2 and 17). 

Excerpt 5 (Gymn2hodlKlD2) 
* Eva's g e s t u r e 
+ Eva's gaze 
-ft- Rom's gaze 
01 Eva: >okay so<fi *#(.)* moving *on O°to#° 

>> gz a t l i s t - - > 
*bangs RH 

on desk* 
* p o i n t s a t l i s t - - > 

rom: 
f i g : 

-ft-gz a t Eva-
#Fig 5.1 

•-ft-gz a t l i s t - - > 
#Fig 5.2 
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02 Rom: °okay° *Hhh 
eva: __>* 

03 Eva: question two. but I know +you do l i e +a lot.= 
-->+gz a t Rom l-

04 Rom: = Qwell I don't l i e (about money ) = 
— >ft 

( (6 lines omitted)) 
11 Eva: when you [ buy ] something quite useless you (.) try to 
12 Rom: [°no.°] 

eva: >>gz a t Rom--> 
13 Eva: >°you know°< make me think that [ i t was chea:p but (that's)] 
14 Rom: [no because QI f e e l g u i l t y . ] 

rom: ftgz a t Eva--> 
15 Ele: yeah +Q but +you're ly i n g °( )°+ 

-->+gz ahead+gz a t Rom h 
-->izqz ahead--> 

16 Rom: +$NO$. 
eva: +gz a t l i s t - - > > 

17 Eva: *o#kay,*[=moving on] fi to question two. 
18 Rom: [ HHhehh ] 

eva: * g e s t i c u l a t e s * 
rom: -->#gz a t l i s t - - > > 
f i g : #Fig 5.3 

Figure 5.3 

19 Eva: i s i t <acceptable to t e l l a l i e to protect your privacy?> 
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After the teacher has withdrawn, Eva produces "okay so", which commonly oc
curred after closings, as shown above. To draw a boundary between the talk produced 
so far and the new item, Eva bangs against the desk (Figure 5.1), by which she attracts 
Roman's attention. Then she uses a fragment of a suggestion of transitioning to the next 
item ("moving on", line 1) and points at the list (Figure 5.2), similarly to what Irena did 
(line 11 in Excerpt 1). Roman displays understanding by shifting his gaze (line 1) and 
producing "okay" in line 2, by which he confirms the proposed course of action. In this 
environment, a sequence with a new item can be initiated, which is done by Eva at the 
beginning of line 3 ("question two"). 

However, Eva interrupts this initiation and returns to the previous talk by adding 
a summary ("but I know you lie a lot", line 3). Eva's gaze shift towards Roman can be 
read as an attempt to re-establish a participation framework favoring co-operation, which 
was common when the participants were addressing an item from a list, and this is what 
happens in line 4, in which Roman reiterates one of his contributions from the talk that 
preceded Excerpt 5. This triggers Eva's two tellings exemplifying Roman's lying about 
how much some items that he had bought cost (not included in the transcript). Eva sum
marizes these tellings in lines 11-13 ("when you buy something quite useless you try to ... 
make me think that it was cheap"), after which Eva accuses Roman of lying (line 15). 
As Roman repeatedly resists (lines 12, 14 and 16), the participants do not seem to be 
reaching a closing. 

Eva shifts her gaze towards the list in line 16. After that, she re-initiates the transition 
by producing "okay", during which she performs a salient gesture with both her hands, 
as if she were drawing a wall in the space in front of her, thus marking the boundary 
between the talk so far and the forthcoming action (Figure 5.3). Similar to line 1, she 
produces an explicit proposal to move on to the next item, during which Roman shifts his 
gaze to the list. At this moment, both the participants have focused their visual attention 
on the list, and Eva reads another item. 

The analysis of Excerpt 5 has shown that a verbal expression of transition can be pro
duced even when no agreement has been reached. Both attempts to move on in Excerpt 5 
were implemented similarly - transition markers ("okay so" in line 1; "okay" in line 17) 
were accompanied by salient gestures to mark the boundary between the previous talk 
and the next item. An explicit proposal to pursue another item followed. It was during 
this transitional phase that both participants shifted their gaze towards the list, and a new 
item could be initiated. This validates and extends the analyses of the other examples in 
that it is mainly in closings where gaze shifts towards the list occur to secure transition to 
the next item. If a closing is not achieved, a proposal to move on can draw a clear bound
ary between the talk related to the previous and next items. This explains the presence 
of salient gestures in Excerpt 5, which were not found in other sequences. 

4.1.3. Embodied transitions 

The above analysis has shown that before initiating a new sequence based on anoth
er item from the list, the participants shifted their gaze to the list during the closing, thus 
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making a transition relevant. A verbal expression of transition followed. In contrast to 
the previous examples, this section illustrates that transitions from one item to another 
can be achieved without using verbal expressions of transition. In Excerpt 6, Eva and 
Roman finish discussing the item "Should doctors always tell their patients the truth?" 
Before the excerpt, both Eva and Roman problematize the issue's sensitivity, and Eva 
explains that it may not always be necessary to tell the whole truth. Roman then raises 
the question of what should be done when the patient asks the doctor. The excerpt starts 
with Eva's response to this. 

Excerpt 6 (Gymn2hodlKlD2) 
* Eva's embodied a c t i o n s 
+ Eva's gaze 
-ft- Rom's gaze 
0 Rom's ges t u r e 
01 Eva: =yeah when they [ask dire c t l y ] l i k e doctor, t e l l me the 

[when they ask] 
>> gz a t Eva--> 
truth "then +they should t e l l them othe trutho 

+gz a t Rom--> 
onods o 

ft(yes/that's+ )° 
-->+gz a t l i s t - - > 

-->*gz at l i s t - - > 
so olike, (.) <they oshould>o ©but with conscience. 

o o p o i n t s 
a t l i s t o 

-->*gz at Eva--> 
0 6 Eva: *yeah. *Q 

*nods-* 
rom: -->ftgz a t l i s t - - > 

07 (1.3) 
08 Rom: i s - (.) a-e:r should parent always answer their children's 
09 (.) +$questions Otruthfully.$ 

02 Rom 
rom 

03 

04 

rom 
05 Rom 

eva : ->+ 

Eva's response (lines 1, 3-4), which is affiliative to what has been mentioned previ
ously, is followed by a summary1 produced by Roman (line 5), which Eva agrees with 
by saying "yeah" and nodding - this pattern was very common in the data (see lines 7-8 
in Excerpt 3). 

Roman's pointing gesture in line 5 is closely coordinated with the production of "should"; he thereby 
relates his summary to the wording of the currently discussed item ("Should doctors always tell their patients 
the truth?"). This pointing gesture, unlike those in Excerpts 1 and 5, is not directly related to the transition, 
but provides the recipient with a reason why he produces his summary (instead of, for instance, agreeing with 
Eva's previous turn). It follows that while gaze and also pointing are resources that the participants employed 
to achieve the transitions, not all of their occurrences necessarily signal the relevance of transitions. 
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In the previous examples, it could be observed that after completing a closing and 
shifting their gaze towards the list, participants produced transition markers, such as 
"okay" or "so", possibly along with a verbal expression of transition (see section 4.1.1). 
In Excerpt 6, in contrast, Roman reads the next item after a gap in line 7. It can be argued 
that it is the gap that signals that the closing has been achieved, and as both participants 
visibly orient to the list, a new item from the list can be read out loud. A similar practice 
can be observed in Excerpt 7, where Jakub and Zdeněk address the question "Is 'being 
economical with the truth' the same as lying?", which they respond to (not included in 
the transcript) and then evaluate. 

Excerpt 7(Gymn2hodlKlDl) 
+ Zde's gaze 
* Zde's embodied a c t i o n s 
-ft- Jak's gaze 
• Jak's embodied a c t i o n s 
01 Jak: »iť s l i k e * r e a l l y dumb *(.) »na*me.•+ 

>>gz at Zde--> 
•shakes head* »shakes head* 

zde: >>gz at Jak h 
*shakes head* 

02 +(0.3) 
zde: +gz a t l i s t - - > 

03 Jak: [ ( ° G ° ) ] 

04 Zde: [(yes/it is) ] 
j a k : ->ft gz at l i s t - - > > 

05 »(0.6)* (0.5) • (0.8)* 
j a k : •moves c l o s e r t o l i s t * 
zde: *moves c l o s e r t o l i s t - * 

06 Zde: who are (0.3) better at lying,(0.9)+ men or women. 
-->+ 

Jakub's assessment ("it's like really dumb name", line 1) refers to "being economical 
with the truth", which is written in quotation marks on the list. When producing this 
assessment, Jakub shakes his head, and so does Zdeněk, by which he affiliates with Jakub. 
After that, Zdeněk starts gazing towards the list of questions (line 2), thus making it rel
evant in two ways: he might return to the wording of the question to inspect it further, 
or he may be gazing down to show his readiness to bring the current exchange to a close 
and move on to the next item. After a short gap (line 2), Zdeněk agrees with Jakub's 
assessment (line 4) and, at the same time, Jakub shifts his gaze to the list, aligning with 
Zdeněk's orientation to the list. Thus, at the end of lines 3-4, the exchange related to the 
current item is brought to a close, and both speakers gaze at the list, which at the same 
time makes the next item relevant. 

At this moment, a verbal expression of transition may be introduced, but a gap follows 
during which both participants lean forward to get closer to the list (line 5). Similar to 
Excerpt 6, the next item from the list is then read out loud (line 6), thus skipping the verbal 
expression of transition and initiating a new sequence related to a new topic. 
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Excerpts 6 and 7 illustrate that once a closing has been achieved during which both 
participants start gazing at the list, it is not necessary to produce a verbal expression of 
transition, as described in section 4.1.1. However, a slot for the optional verbalizing of 
the transition is still present as a gap (line 7 in Excerpt 6, line 5 in Excerpt 7), during 
which the participants may lean forward to the list (Excerpt 7), thus further validating 
the relevance of the transitional slot. 

4.1.4. Disagreement followed by an abrupt initiation of a new item 

In Excerpt 8, similar to Excerpt 5, Eva and Roman relate to their shared experience 
when addressing the question "Is it sometimes better to tell a white lie than to tell the 
truth?" Eva initially suggests that it may be more appropriate to tell a white lie, which 
Roman agrees with, but she adds that it may not pay off as the truth comes out in the long 
run. Eva then adds two accounts of having bought some clothes as presents, which the 
recipient claimed to like, but actually never wore. As it turns out, these tellings are ad
dressed to Roman (in lines 1-2 below, Eva uses the personal pronoun "you" and moves 
closer to Roman and gazes at him). Eva then claims that such behavior causes emotional 
pain, which results in a conflict between her and Roman. 

Excerpt 8 (Gymn2hodlKlD2) 
+ Eva's gaze 
* Eva's embodied a c t i o n s 
± Eva's f a c i a l e x p r e s s i o n 
-ft- Rom's gaze 
0 Rom's embodied a c t i o n s 
01 Eva: or $oh I * l i k e (that) * (shirt) you bought me$* and then-

>>gz a t Rom--> 
* *moves c l o s e r t o Rom * 

rom: >>gz a t Eva--> 
02 (then) you're not wearing i t *at a l l . * 

*moves c l o s e r t o Rom* 
03 Eva: that *hurts a l o : : : t . 

*moves c l o s e r t o Rom--> 
04 (1.1) 
05 Rom: "go fuck yourself. 0 

06 ± (1.8) ± 
eva: i s u r p r i s e d f a c e ! 

07 Eva: a l o : t . 
0 8 Rom: no : . * 

-->* 
09 Eva: +yes. [°it does" ] 
10 Rom: [because i t ' s ] not a oli:e.o 

eva: -->+gz at l i s t - - > > 
rom: omoves c l o s e r to Evao 

11 (0.5) 
12 Eva: .hhh should doctors Qalways t e l l t heir patients the truth.= 

rom: -->ftgz a t l i s t - - > > 
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13 Rom: =°well° 
14 Eva: no.= 
15 Rom: =yes, but i n a- (1.2) i n a good way, ((shortened)) 

Eva's complaint is rejected by Roman's interjection (line 5), which Eva sequentially 
deletes in line 7, insisting on her position. She reiterates her stance in line 9, while Roman 
rejects it again in lines 8 and 10. At this point, Eva's gaze focuses on the list, while Roman 
keeps gazing at Eva. A similar unfolding of an argument can be observed in Excerpt 5, 
where Eva used an explicit expression of transition ("okay, moving on... ", line 17) and 
a salient gesture to flag a boundary between the argument and the next item. In Excerpt 8, 
however, that practice is not used. Instead, Eva introduces a new item directly after a gap 
(line 12). 

Such an abrupt transition to a new item is unique among the sequences where stu
dents maintained a participation framework favoring co-operation. This excerpt also 
represents the only occurrence of a peer's gaze shift during the initiation of the new 
item - in all other sequences, both participants had shifted their gaze towards the list 
during the closings (for examples, see Excerpts 3, 4, 6 and 7) or verbal expression of 
transition (for examples, see Excerpts 1, 2 and 5). Despite that, Excerpt 8 confirms the 
role of progressivity in such interactions - by moving forward to the next item, a dispute 
can be terminated. In this respect, the analysis of Excerpt 8 enriches the findings pre
sented above - when it becomes evident that a closing cannot be achieved, participants 
may propose to move on (Excerpt 5), or one of the participants may initiate talk related 
to another item (Excerpt 8). Excerpts 5 and 8 are also instances where the institutional 
roles of the participants (classmates) seem to be backgrounded as their shared experience 
and relationship become more salient in the talk. However, by focusing their attention 
on the list, they re-orient to the institutional task. 

As the initiation of a sequence related to a new item was recognized by Roman (lines 
13 and 15), this seems to be a possible yet very rare way of moving forward. This prac
tice of directly transitioning to the next item was more common in sequences where the 
participants remained focused on the list, as shown below. 

4.2. Transitioning in participation frameworks focused on the list 

In the data, there were 9 sequences in which participants, when addressing one item 
from the list, remained gazing at the list and transitioned to the next item without estab
lishing a participation framework favoring co-operation, as could be seen in Excerpts 
1-8 above. The main difference was that the responses were comparatively shorter 
(each of them was 1 TCU), and no or minimal sequence closing thirds typically fol
lowed. Excerpt 9 below captures two students, Samuel and David, going through a list 
of items. 

Excerpt 9 (Gymn3hodlKlD4) 
* Sam's embodied a c t i o n s 
+ Sam's gaze 
• Dav's embodied a c t i o n s 
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01 Dav: do you know (.) anybody (.) <who was given a 
gz a t l i s t -->> 

sam: gz at l i s t --> 
02 grant to study abroad,> 
03 (1.3) 
04 Sam: m-m. 
05 Dav: hh hh 
06 »(0.2) + (0.4)« 

dav: • l e a n s s l i g h t l y • 
sam: --> + gz a t Dav--> 

07 Dav: and do you know +anybody <who buys and s e l l s shares 
sam: -->+gz a t l i s t - - > 

08 "on the stock market.°>= 
09 Sam: =*m-m.*+= 

*shakes head* 
-->+gz a t Dav--> 

10 Dav: =$hheh °hh°$ + (.)$and do you know anybody,$ (0.5) 
sam: -->+gz down--» 

11 Dav: who charges very high fees for what they do. 

The organization of the two sequences in which the participants address items from 
the list is very similar: a question (lines 1-2 and 7) is followed by a minimal answer (the 
"m-m" in lines 4 and 9 is a negative response token, which is commonly used in Czech). 
This adjacency pair sequence is followed by audible exhalations bordering on laughter 
(lines 5 and 9), which can be analyzed as sequence closing thirds. The initiation of a new 
sequence based on another item from the list follows. As Excerpt 9 shows, the questions 
tended to be asked by the same person after the other person responded, which Sacks 
(1995: 1/102) calls "a 'chain' possibility". 

As far as gaze is concerned, it can be observed that David keeps his gaze focused on 
the list, while Samuel gazes at David when David adjusts his posture slightly (line 6) and 
when Samuel produces the negative response token "m-m" and shakes head (line 9). 
However, the participants never reach a mutual gaze and David's constant gaze at the 
material flags his orientation to the progress of the task and, at the same time, his minimal 
involvement in it. This orientation is validated by the minimal responses that Samuel 
produces. 

While Excerpt 9 captures students doing a speaking task without taking notes, this 
sub-collection features 4 cases (out of 9) in which the students remained focused on the 
material while taking notes, as prompted by the teachers. Since notes were commonly 
taken somewhere in the space near the questions, the person who asks a question then 
takes notes and thus remains focused on the list, as shown in Excerpt 10. 

Excerpt 10 (Ekonlhod2K2Dl) 
* Sim's embodied a c t i o n s 
• A l e ' s gaze 
01 Sim: e: do you Julian Bievers? (0.2) idea of street drawings, 

>>gz a t Sim's book--> 
a l e : >>gz a t A l e ' s book--> 
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02 Ale: ye:s=I do*:. 
sim: * w r i t e s --> 

03 (1.2) 
04 Sim: °mhm°» co (tu) mám <na»psat>, 

what shall I write (here) 
a l e : -->»gz a t Sim »gz a t A l e ' s book-->> 

05 (0.6) 
06 (Sim): $hheh$* 

-->* 
07 (1.1) 
08 Sim: e:h would you l i k e to see: (.) <more of them>? 

The overall sequence structure in Excerpt 10 comprises the same components as 
Excerpt 9: after the question-answer base sequence (lines 1-2), a sequence closing third 
in the form of a recipiency token ("mhm", line 4) follows. After Alena finishes her min
imal answer, Simona starts taking notes, which she briefly comments on in line 4. When 
the writing is finished, Simona reads another question from the book. The participation 
framework is also very similar to Excerpt 9 - both participants keep gazing down at their 
books, and they do not establish mutual gaze. 

Interestingly, in all 9 sequences in this sub-collection, the students addressed items 
that were polar questions without question-word interrogatives (e.g., "why?"). Under 
these circumstances, it does not seem necessary to adjust the participation framework to 
favor co-operation, and the questions can be asked and answered with an orientation to 
the progress of the task, as exemplified in Excerpts 9 and 10. However, not all polar 
questions without follow-up questions were addressed in this manner. For instance, the 
question "Do you know anybody ... who was given a grant to study abroad?" (Excerpt 9) 
was addressed in a more elaborate way in Excerpt 3. 

5. Discussion and conclusions 

This study adds to the existing multimodal analyses of transitions in meetings and 
interviews (Deppermann, Schmitt & Mondada 2010; Mikkola & Lehtinen 2014; Mon-
dada 2006; Weilenmann & Lymer 2014) by showing how transitions can be achieved 
by participants with similar epistemic status, i.e., peer students in classroom settings 
where several items are discussed in pairs. It has shown that when participants adopted 
a co-operative participation framework, gaze shifts towards the list played a crucial role 
in the transitioning from one item on the list to another. These gaze shifts on the part of 
both participants typically occurred during the closing, which could be followed by a pro
posal to move on (section 4.1.1), or directly by the initiation of talk related to the next 
item (section 4.1.3). Similar to transition markers, such as "okay" (Beach 1993; Keeval-
lik 2010; Mondada & Sorjonen 2021), these gaze shifts have a pivotal character: they 
contribute to the closing of the previous sequence, and, at the same time, they make the 
list, and hence the next item, relevant, and thereby prepare the ground for introducing 
a new item from it. As these gaze shifts typically occurred already during closings, they 
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were sufficient for initiating a next item (section 4.1.3) or followed by verbal expressions 
of transition (section 4.1.1). 

In the collection, there were also other sequences in which the participants remained 
oriented to the list even after a question was asked (section 4.2). Here, the questions from 
the list were responded to using minimal answers, and these were then followed by se
quence closing thirds and then other questions from the list. This contradicts Schegloff 's 
(2007: 169) observation that when new topics are proffered, expansion is preferred while 
sequence closure dispreferred. One explanation is that in classroom settings (as well as 
in some research interviews or meetings), the time dedicated to the interactional project 
is limited, and the sequences characterized in section 4.2 exemplify one way of orienting 
to progressivity, i.e., not producing elaborate answers or expansion, but moving on to 
the next item on the list. 

Transitions to next items were also used as resources for the social organization of 
the interactional project, as the participants oriented to the availability of relevant next 
items when disagreements and conflicts occurred (sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.4). Here, tran
sitioning to the next item represented one way of closing the argument, re-orienting to 
the interactional project at hand, and resuming the participants' institutional roles. 

More generally, the practices of closing the current talk, transitioning to the next 
item, and initiating talk related to a new item represent crucial elements of interactional 
competence (e.g., Salaberry & Kunitz 2019), which make it possible for participants to 
engage in interactional projects such as paired speaking tasks. The practices described 
in this study thus contribute to our understanding of how progress is oriented to and 
maintained in such interactional projects. 

Two sets of implications for language teaching can be drawn. First, the study has high
lighted the importance of closings (in the present data typically achieved by expressing 
agreement, providing a summary or producing assessment) accompanied by gaze shifts, 
and also verbal expressions of transition (namely transition markers and proposals to move 
on to the next item). However, these interactional resources seem to be rarely addressed 
in mainstream published teaching materials, although list-based speaking tasks common
ly occur in textbooks, and teachers normally use them. Therefore, teachers' and teacher 
educators' awareness of the importance of interactional competence and its development 
in classes should be highlighted (e.g., Salaberry & Kunitz 2019). This study contributes 
to this body of research by uncovering some of the resources that participants need to 
mobilize to achieve transitions from one item to another. It can be concluded that tasks 
based on lists are ideal for teaching units focusing on aspects of interactional competence 
such as achieving closings, marking transitions verbally, and proffering new topics. 

Second, as far as the design of items on lists is concerned, section 4.2 demonstrated 
that some polar questions without question-word interrogatives were responded to min
imally and with minimal post-expansion by some pairs of students. This may suggest 
that adding a question word or using question-word interrogatives may result in more 
interactive and elaborate exchanges. However, more research is needed to uncover how 
students respond to the items on the lists and how they engage in such tasks with respect 
to various types of interrogatives. 
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The lists of items have been shown as central resources that the participants drew on 
when transitioning from one item to another. The lists and items were also subject to 
critical examination and modification: some participants oriented to the exact wording 
of the items during the closings, transitions, and initiations (e.g., line 1 in Excerpt 7, 
where Zdenek starts gazing at the handout after Jakub has assessed the wording of the 
question as "dumb"), some changed the wording of the items (e.g., line 10 in Excerpt 4, 
where Nikola changes "someone" for "anyone"). 

When discussing an item, some participants also went beyond it by proffering other 
related topics (e.g., Excerpt 1) or had arguments about the topics (Excerpts 5 and 8). In 
these and other cases, the lists served as resources to return to the interactional project 
and promote the progress of the task. This, in turn, reveals how material aspects (i.e., 
the lists) contribute to the social and institutional organization of interactional projects 
based on lists, such as paired speaking tasks. The analysis has shown that it is already 
during closings when gaze shifts towards the lists occur. That is, the participants' embod
ied orientation to the list flags the relevance of an upcoming transition before this rele
vance is verbalized. It follows those boundaries of transitions from one item to another 
are somewhat blurred. 
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APPENDIX 

Transcription conventions 

(2.1) length of silence 
(.) micro-pause 
= Latched utterances 
underlining Relatively high pitch or volume 
°soft° Quiet or soft talk 
11.1, Rising/falling/slightly rising intonation respectively 

/fraud/ 

hh 
.hh 

0 

( ( ) ) 

[ ] 

Stretched sound 
Cut-off or self-interruption 
Audible aspiration 
Audible inhalation 
Increase in tempo 
Decrease in tempo 
Uncertainty on the transcriber's part 
Transcriber's description of events 
Overlapped speech 
Non-standard pronunciation 
Descriptions of embodied actions are delimited between two identical symbols (one 
symbol per participant and per type of action) that are synchronized with correspondent 
stretches of talk or time indications 
The action described continues across subsequent lines 
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->* until the same symbol is reached 
The action described begins before the excerpt's beginning 
The action described continues after the excerpt's end 
Action's preparation 
Action's apex is reached and maintained 
Action's retraction 
The exact moment at which a screen shot was taken 

» 
— » 

# 
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